
AP Language & Composition  
Summer Work 2020 

 
Dear Students,  
 
Welcome to AP Language! Below you will find what I expect you to have completed BY August 
12 (with the exception of Assignment 1, which is due June 30th), our official first full day of 
school. Any student who plagiarizes on any question will receive a 0 for the whole assignment.  
 

1. Email afunderlich@johncarrollhigh.com the following by June 30th.  
a. Your preferred name, 
b. Dream job (and a mini plan as to how you will get there), 
c. What I need to know to help you succeed in this course, 
d. How I can be praying for you this summer. 

  
2. Three Guineas by Virginia Woolfe ISBN:978-0156901772 (linked to amazon if you wish to 

buy, if not I have included a free version below)  This is worth 50% of your summer assignment 
grade.  
http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks02/0200931h.html 

a. Answer before AND after reading: How in your opinion are we to prevent war? 
b. Once you have completed that text: Reflect, did you enjoy this (lengthy) essay? 

Give three reasons as to why or why not. Please type your answers to A and B 
using proper MLA formatting.  

c. In an MLA formatted essay of 2-4 double-spaced pages, identify and analyze the 
argument and Modes of Persuasion used by Woolfe in order to achieve her 
purpose. Use https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/24/  to assist you 
with MLA formatting. This is the beginning of your coursework. Use the time to 
become familiar with it. Do your best. I know that you are not an expert and have 
little to no experience with this type of writing. You are beginning to learn now. 
The following website explains the three Modes of Persuasion well.  
https://pathosethoslogos.com/#:~:text=Ethos%20or%20the%20ethical%20appeal
,by%20appealing%20to%20their%20emotions.&text=Logos%20or%20the%20ap
peal%20to,use%20of%20logic%20or%20reason.  

d. Prepare a 1-2 minute speech on your answer to letter A--explain how your 
opinion changed (if it did) and if your opinion did not change, explain why you 
think it did not change. In your speech, use 3 references to the text. 

 
3. They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing 3rd Edition by Graff, 

Gerald, and Cathy Birkenstein ISBN 978-0-39-93584-4 
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At Home Assignment: Summative grade (exam) worth 50% of the summer assignment grade 
Read the book in its entirety and complete the following assignments. Your work should be 
typed using MLA formatting.  
❖ Pg. 14- Exercise 1 
❖ Pg. 28- Exercise 1 
❖ Pg. 75- Exercise 1- Type your response in paragraph form. 
❖ Pg. 90- Exercise 1 
❖ Pg. 119- Exercise 1- Annotate in the book or make a copy of the text and annotate the 

copy. 
 
At Home Assignment Due Date: 1st full day of your scheduled class August 12, 2020.  
Late Penalty: Last day to submit the assignment for HALF CREDIT- 2nd day of your scheduled 
class 
LATE ASSIGNMENTS WILL NOT be accepted after the 2nd day of your scheduled class (0 
credit). 
 
I am looking forward to meeting, teaching, and learning from you all. Please email me if you 
have any questions. 
 
 

Miss Funderlich 
afunderlich@johncarrollhigh.com  
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